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The recent rain in Hong Kong has reminded me of another rain – I Think It Rains, an exhibition but not quite a common one, especially in Hong Kong. It is
an exhibition without a definitive ending. There is an ongoing development in this project which underlines the collaboration between 1a space, an
independent art space in Hong Kong that has been promoting contemporary art since the 1990s and Burger Collection, a private collection of contemporary
art initiated by Monique Burger.

In 2009, Monique Burger decided to bring her collection to a wider spectrum of audience by initiating the multi-regional exhibition and research project
called “Quadrilogy” under the curatorial leadership of Daniel Kurjaković. The first part of Quadrilogy, Conflicting Tales, Subjectivity was staged in Berlin
and I Think It Rains represents its Hong Kong sequel, the second part of the Quadrilogy, during which they launched Torrent magazine, a publication that
primarily focuses on source materials. The project as a whole offers an insight into research, and curatorial and artistic practice.

In this interview, Daniel Kurjaković shared his ideas on several topics, including the exhibition I Think It Rains, Torrent magazine, art fairs and the
definition of a private collection. He has also stressed a few times during the interview that I Think It Rains is a common project in which he has worked
closely with the core team consisting of Choi Yan-chi of 1a space, writer Cally Yu and artist Enoch Cheung.

I think we need this rain in the soil of art in Hong Kong.

DK – Daniel Kurjaković for Burger Collection
MW – Maggie Wong for Artistory

The interview was conducted on 17 May 2013.

On I Think It Rains

(http://artistoryhk.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/ff5ascpm5hftgjow3122xlhbyev_g7btvaq_3llszny.jpg)From left to right: Daniel Kurjaković, Monique
Burger, Choi Yan-chi, Enoch Cheung, Cally Yu. Image courtesy of Burger Collection and 1a Space.

MW: Let’s start with the title of this exhibition first – I Think It Rains, which is a very poetic line. I noticed that it comes from a poem – it gives us a lot
of associations with ideas like “temporal existence”, “transience”, “precipitation” or “continuous happening”, which in short mean a lot of
possibilities.

DK: Exactly. I’d definitely love to hear that because it’s precisely what we also want to suggest. As you see the show is not a vigorously academic exercise.
It has very different characters – the kick off of an exhibition for a long-term project, the collaboration between 1a space and Burger Collection. The poem
and many other things developed because of consistent dialogue with the core group of 1a space, Choi Yan-chi, Cally Yu, and Enoch Cheung. We basically
discussed a lot of things together. I want to underline that it is a common project. Now I represent the whole group.

MW: I see. What is the reason for picking this poem then?

DK: The poem itself I Think It Rains was interesting precisely because of these fields of associations. For example, I Think It Rains gives a sense or idea of
extension or mass, but you don’t know exactly where the cloud ends or where the rain ends. Let’s say this whole series of associations was important but
there is a different story and there is also sub-text that maybe counteracts the lightness of it because it comes from the poem by Wole Soyinka, the Nigerian
poet and actually when you go back to the poem, you will see it’s a very sad and serious poem because there the rain comes from clouds of ashes. So I
wanted to give a duality without being heavy about it, the duality some of the people wanted to research. They will see that this is not a light topic. It’s a
serious topic actually but we don’t want to be that didactic.

MW: Just now you said that the rain gives an extension or a possibility, which it’s reflected particularly in works such as Turn by Fiete Stolte which
shows a video and neon light leading to an infinite space in the television.



DK: Absolutely. That’s exactly what it does. Logically speaking that line of lights could be prolonged many, many more meters and kilometers etc.

 (http://artistoryhk.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/stolte_2.jpg)Fiete Stolte, Turn, 2008,
CCTV-camera, motor, cable, monitor, neon lights. 1600 x 650 x 60 cm, Courtesy of the artist and Sassa Trulsch, Berlin © Fiete Stolte

MW: Apart from this work, are there any other works in this exhibition you think are also illuminating this theme?

DK: I would like to say probably something else first and then I will answer directly your question.

MW: Of course.

DK: For me there was something transfiguring about all the installations here in Hong Kong. This was in part the reason why we tried to commission
works which are site-specific like Enoch Cheung’s Pseudo-writing as we see on the wall here. He started to work and will go on till the end of next week
(May 24, 2013). It will multiply and it will “rain on” so to speak. The public will be able to see him work. The reason that we have site-specific works
especially in the main hall has also to do with the fact that I want to underline the idea that art has a relationship to the site, art has a relationship with time
and basically we wanted to show that in the exhibition. So for me many of the works that were done specifically for this occasion were quite important. I
think we could say that we have prepared this show quite carefully because we have talked to many artists on various occasions. The conversations about
shared concerns was the work that was done before the opening here but is a very important element for the ongoing process. One work I would like to
mention is Ghost – Disappeared Hong Kong Art (90s) by Lam Tung-pang. You enter the space with a wall with the text – there is a voice in the room and a
light. It will be hinting at a certain volume or body. The background story of that piece is that the voice will actually narrate an installation of Kurt Chan’s
that doesn’t exist any more. You know Kurt Chan is…

MW: …his teacher!

DK: He’s also a good friend of mine. I talked to Kurt on various occasions and asked him, “What happened to all your work?” because it exists basically
only as photographs. It hasn’t been collected. Tung-pang actually was very interested in our project, to research the disappearance of certain art and his
project will evolve. He’s now in New York, where he’s meeting a lot of Hong Kong artists there who moved there 30 or 40 years ago. Actually at this stage
he is interviewing them and creating an artistic archive of disappeared works. I am very interested in promoting a certain understanding of art that is being
contextual, site-specific, and related to a real situation. Even the works that were not made here like Bani Abidi or others, they were carefully chosen to
reverberate, to become an echo.

On Colonialism

 (http://artistoryhk.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/mme_5swblmbb-
crxqv_hcqgzxdogfqosn8kzu-r4nyhny1a8wkbgbzr8s31pugffipv0ftevgwkc3rw5bm3fm.jpg)Bani Abidi, The Ghost of Mohammad Bin Qasim, 2006. Inkjet prints
on archival paper. 28 x 18.5 cm (x 9), Courtesy of Bani Abidi and Green Cardamom, London © Bani Abidi

MW: Yes I was just going to ask the works by foreign artists.

DK: Another work which I think is a quite central work is Untitled (Mask) by Vittorio Santoro located in the main hall with the radio, wall structure, and
two-way mirror. I find it very interesting because like Filipa César’s work, it relates to the issue of colonialism. In the case of Vittorio Santoro, it’s basically
a research study about a particular African mask, a colonial mask. It’s a quite long, elongated mask. It is very mysterious, I mean to the West who has been
consuming African mask since Modernism. it still remains mysterious – one doesn’t know if it represents an elephant head or a butterfly, so there is a lot of
ambivalence. The story now for the work is that the artist has researched texts that has been published in scientific journals, in auction house catalogues etc
from the 50s till 2007, and the whole text, narrated, shows the ideological shifts throughout the decades of something which is the Other. And how do you
approach the Other? I am very interested to show in this exhibition these more complex works that try to create literally and conceptually a space. That you
come to think about colonialism and its relationship to the western world, ways how the otherness has been conceptualized and framed. That is also a big
topic for Hong Kong. My feeling is that there are so many images about Hong Kong but unfortunately city marketing will push just one kind of image and
will not allow for the multiplicity and for the “real rain” of Hong Kong.



 (http://artistoryhk.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/santoro_untitled-mask.jpg)Vittorio
Santoro, Untitled (Mask), 2007, Walls, white paint, two-way mirror, 3 fluorescent tubes, DXG 48 devise, MP3 player, integrated into vintage radio (world
receiver), audio file (voice: James Lord), wooden plate, newspaper clipping. Dimensions vary with installation. Courtesy of the artist. Photo: Marco
Blessano

MW: Talking about colonialism, Hong Kong has its own colonial history and is perhaps the hub of Asia also. That might be an interesting place for
artists to create work about the interpretation of history, a theme that is quite prominent here. Local artist like Ng Ka-chun in his photography
illustrates the disappearance of a certain part of local history. The video work by Filipa César also shows a piece of neglected history.

DK: Definitely. That’s totally correct the way you see it. There are many things to say about that, first of all, we try to react to that. It’s very conscious
because in Burger Collection’s curatorial programme which is called “Quadrilogy”, we have looked at various topics. Here we have looked at history –
how it is constructed, that it’s not just naturally given, that there are many kinds of discourses or formats, and also we can be part of writing history to a
certain extent. So we went a bit further and we invited some artists like Filipa César from Portugal to come here and have a two-part artist-in-residency.
She’s already here and she has already started working in Macau, actually.

 (http://artistoryhk.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/p1012301.jpg)Filipa César,
Insert/Memograma, 2010 (still), 16mm transferred to HD, approx. 10", b/w, no sound HD, approx. 30", colour, sound. Variable dimensions, Courtesy of Filipa
César and Cristina Guerra, Lisbon © Filipa César

MW: Oh that’s true, another colonial history!

DK: And now she has already met a lot of people and she is working towards a new piece for the Fall edition. So we have four artists who came here for
them to be able to dig deep and figure out.

MW: That’s interesting! How long will they stay?

DK: Now this time they stay ca. two to three weeks. They will come back in Fall again before the show opens in mid-October.

MW: So there will be another show in Hong Kong.

DK: Yes, that’s what I mean with a long-term project. I hope it’s a carefully put together show but it’s also a kick-off show. That means now development
should happen on many levels, to prepare to have many different platforms. I just want to mention one thing – you might have noticed that the exhibition
consists of three elements which visually are not present in the same way, meaning the works themselves, and then we have the source materials, and
lastly we have the day with the real-time activities. I want to underline that all the three things are equally important to me because there are different
facets of one and the same artist. Not all the artists do performance but many do at least two of these element(s), and some do three. We wanted to
underline artistic practice per se and that it can be in the forms of ephemeras, source material and they can also be in a more presentational, physical mode
but also in real time. We really work on that. For example, Lau Ching-ping, known as a photographer here in Hong Kong and because of our discussions,
we are proud to say that for the first time he not only was willing to disclose his process, which is very interesting (he starts drawing before taking his
photographs), but also he will do a performance. So we try to have a real conversation with artists and invite them to try new things.



 (http://artistoryhk.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/ing-ping_last-glimpse-gardener.jpg)Lau Ching-ping,
Last Glimpse Gardener. Courtesy of the artist

MW: That sounds interesting! How about Chow Yiu-fai? He is not a “usual suspect” in many exhibitions. How come he participates in this exhibition?

DK: Not at all, actually he is one of the cultural practitioners. He is not a visual artist but we have others like Cally Yu, she’s a poet and writer. And in the
background work that is not yet shown here, we have another writer that is participating in this project because we thought that it might be interesting to
also question, to a certain extent, the function that has been assigned to different worlds of cultural production, our notions of what the artist is, our notion
of what the writer is etc. So that’s basically why we invited people like pop lyricists, playwrights, and I think there will be so many more things to explore.
We try to really promote artistic practice of any kind of topic, theme and theory which have been consciously left out in this exhibition. We have no panel
discussions, no symposium. There is a lot of talking going on in the background. We will time that for the Fall exhibition when we really feel we will have
something to say.

 (http://artistoryhk.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/t-
8xh5a_61kwvjzpggvpimx_e4lnke5odzshh3obht8.jpg)Pak Sheung-chuen, White Library, A Mind Reaching for Emptiness, 2009, 100 photocopies of blank
pages. Each page 29 x 42 cm, Courtesy of Pak Sheung-chuen and Asia Art Archive, Hong Kong © Pak Sheung-chuen

About Torrent

MW: Oh I see, that will be very interesting. I also noticed that writing is an important part of this exhibition and as you said, this project involves
cross-disciplinary artists and cultural practitioners. Also, there is a publication, Torrent that is going to be launched during the exhibition. Can you
talk a little bit about this publication project?

DK: Absolutely. I would love to. It’s very dear to me actually. We started last year with the pilot edition. It was with Nalini Malani, who was showing at
dOCUMENTA (13), where we were the patron of her work at that time. I am probably a little bit obsessed about source materials and the process how
artists collect information and how they slowly work through the ideas. And I am also very amused by the very ordinary things that play a great role in the
artists’ work before it is shown, perceived, and written about. I thought that these materials could be interesting for the public, both for the general and the
professional public because they are things that are rarely seen. At MoMA and the Centre Pompidou they have specific curators for that kind of stuff, but
often I find it is absent from exhibitions which I think might be a kind of problem to a certain extent because works can easily be decontextualized. Let’s
just take the most extreme case of the art fair – works are heavily decontextualized. As curators and cultural practitioners, I think all of us try to figure out
how we can re-contextualize work, making it meaningful in terms of whatever it touches upon. Source material is the main focus of Torrent. For me it is a
little bit different way to try to talk, to give context, a type of foreword without resorting to academic discourse or without resorting to art journalism. And
I have always been the advocate of “let the artists speak” but not letting the artist make an interpretation of himself or herself. Torrent basically will appear
twice a year and I hope it will be a very refreshing experience to see artists that one knows from different perspectives.



 (http://artistoryhk.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/nalini-malani_s.jpg)Nalini Malani,
In Search of Vanished Blood, 2012 Commissioned and produced by dOCUMENTA (13) with the support of Burger Collection; Galerie Lelong, Paris; Arario
Gallery Courtesy of the artist; Burger Collection; Galerie Lelong, Paris; Arario Gallery. Photo by Artistory

MW: Maybe that’s what has been lacking here. With little documentation and review, artists are a little bit distant from the audience.

DK: Not only in Hong Kong.

MW: Okay. Same situations in other places too?

DK: I think it is an international problem. Of course there are wonderful institutions everywhere, in Hong Kong and outside of Hong Kong which are very
close to artistic production. You know non-mainstream art, more complex ways of displaying or looking at art has a hard time anywhere. That’s a reason to
do something about it!

Local Does Not Mean Regional

MW: Going back to the exhibition itself, how do you deal with the issue of local specificity and international practice of contemporary art, since there
is a fair mix of local and international artists here?

DK: I don’t have a big problem with that. For example, if you look at the work Victoria Harbour Skyline by Ng Ka Chun, of course you can say this is very
locally specific because it relates to a specific skyline but as we know cities nowadays are marketed, and city marketing has become such a huge machinery
all over the world, making it both specifically Hong Kong but also an international topic. It’s about the Neo-Liberalism effect, how cities develop and this
issue is everywhere. For these works, I hope they bridge the gap, especially in the eye of spectator, that they are not perceived as a regionalistic Hong Kong
work because I am not for any kind of exoticism. In Torrent, of course you can say this is very locally specific because it relates to a specific skyline but we
know cities nowadays are marketed and city marketing has become such a huge machinery all over the world, making it both specifically Hong Kong but
also an international topic. It’s about Neo-Liberalism effect, how cities develop and this issue is everywhere. For these works, I hope they bridge the gap,
especially in the eye of spectator, they are not perceived as a regionalistic Hong Kong work because I am not for any kind of exoticism. I think you will see
in Torrent we have a long discussion about the conditions for cultural practitioners in Hong Kong and we specifically for chose to photograph a
neighborhood like To Kwa Wan for that reason. So I am hoping basically that spectators will be using their sensitivity and intelligence to see that local does
not mean regional.

(http://artistoryhk.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/aubng4ko3tckfoljd71vynwygkyie2lpcwc1bnm4wasmv58_9enl5kenqfqikbsyxnq78gnj2x8kpmlv1rsagu.jpg)
Depot, To Kwa Wan, Kowloon, Hong Kong, 2013 Photo © Alain Kantarjian Courtesy of 1a Space and Burger Collection

MW: Perhaps even when the artists are just taking pictures of a very local scene in Hong Kong, they are also telling a shared experience that can
communicate with a broader audience that are not particularly Hongkong-ers.

DK: Yes. It can also be the other way round. I hope some of the artists here who are not Hongkong-ers are not reviewed as international foreign artists.
Filipa César or Vittorio Santoro very clearly reference colonialism in their work. I hope it will be clear to the Hong Kong eyes of local visitors or spectators,
at least those who really dig deep into the exhibition that this topic or this work was not just created in Hong Kong but actually relates to certain conditions
in Hong Kong also. So I am hoping for a kind of mixed flavours.

On Art Fairs

MW: You just mentioned the art fair. This exhibition in fact coincides with one of the most popular art events in town, Art Basel Hong Kong, so what
is your feeling towards Art Basel?

DK: You know the point was we were seriously considering to start this exhibition last year but we had other projects outside of Hong Kong that made us
push it back a year. At that time we didn’t know that Art Basel would buy the Hong Kong art fair. To be very frank I was a bit startled that it would



coincide because I felt very excited about the fact that there are some colleagues in the West who were just wondering: “What are you doing in Hong
Kong? There is just nothing!” Of course I just have to laugh because I thought to myself “You don’t know what you are talking about. It is an exciting place
and there is a very good community.” So when I heard they bought the Hong Kong art fair, I just felt like “Oh my God I am too late!” But now we take it
from the positive side. It will definitely have a lot of practical advantages. We also consider the fact that it might be interesting because we do bring a little
bit more exposure in a different way to some Hong Kong artists and there will be a lot of international professionals and art journalists who will come over
here. We are collaborating with Art Basel Hong Kong. We have attracted the expat community, many of whom have never been to To Kwa Wan. Because
of Monique Burger and the collection, many people are now interested and curious to come see the Cattle Depot Artist Village. So we look at it in a very
positive way.

MW: Of course. Despite all this craziness, after all it is a very good exposure in May every year.

DK: Yes it is. It is important, even if it seems difficult, to point to the existing art institutions here, which is the reason why we work in this environment in
Cattle Depot. The cultural policy here is a big issue. I think to influence the art ecology, it is not with an art fair. It is about creating the corresponding
conditions for artists to work, so you have structure, not one-time structures but really solid structures. I think that this is a big issue in Hong Kong. The
understanding in some of the bodies that govern, as we all know, has to be developed much further.

MW: I totally agree. Despite the fact that it is a precious time for international exposure, it only lasts for a fortnight or month. The question is – what’s
next and what will happen for the rest of the year? We still need a healthy environment for art to grow.

DK: That’s why I am very scared now. We are very privileged because we know many of the artists of the collection since a long time. And this project has
even more solid and intensified relationships. I am very skeptical of the fact that now many Western organizations have arrived in Hong Kong, and they
arrive here not for the artists. They arrive because they expect a new clientele, basically the new Asian collectors. I think that is very problematic because
artists need reliable structures and trust. They also need to be able to work in long-term perspectives and not be dependent on commercial logic.

On Burger Collection

MW: Since this project is a long-term project with the support of Burger Collection. What is it like to curate a collection? First of all, are the works
shown here all from Burger Collection?

DK: No actually it’s not. Frankly there is a certain level of mixing already going on as I said before, the core group of 1a space and Burger Collection were
discussing art together. Some were proposed by our Hong Kong partner, some were proposed by ourselves. I’ll give you one example – Annie Lai-kuen
Wan. I actually met her on my very first trip here to Hong Kong in 2010 and I was very fascinated by her works. We have been talking about acquisitions
ever since and we just now acquired work. Wan was recommended to partake in the show by the 1a space team. It was the same with artist Lam Tung-
pang. We had acquired his work maybe two months before we got together in a meeting and coincidentally 1a space proposed Lam Tung-pang. The
research we did before was fruitful in that sense. We also sensed the similarities, the basic common ground that Burger Collection’s curatorial team shares
with the team in 1a space.

 (http://artistoryhk.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/a1g-
3jka2498buirpuz87isnkz0hnyulnsnq1p1fmjuitirctc00q50c3_el1femyseghgpgttc4fuxus9v3d4.jpg)Wan Lai-kuen, Annie, Please Go Forward to Water the Plant,
2012, Stone white clay, plant, water. Dimensions unknown. Courtesy of the artist © Wan Lai Kuen, Annie

MW: So there is a certain level of autonomy in selecting new works besides the ones from Burger Collection for this exhibition?

DK: Yes we are still growing and developing. These projects also serve to research different regions in the world. We started in Europe at the very
beginning. We are also looking at other regions. These projects are not just to make a one-time show, it is about researching, gaining certain expertise, but
also building up a network of artists and professionals to bring life to the collection, and that’s my work at the collection actually. I am not interested so
much in making a kind of quick profile about a collection. I think it’s important that Monique Burger, the collector and myself decided at the beginning
that we are not going to build a museum. We could have, you know but we said no because we are going to travel, and we do regular research on site. We
asked ourselves what it is good definition of a private collection today. All the research we do fits into that. It is important for us also not only to rely on
acquisitions and art fairs. So we build our own networks and communicate as directly as possible with artists and cultural practitioners.

MW: So your job is to take care of Burger Collection and to make recommendations about new acquisitions?

DK: Sure, it is a constant process. There is a big difference between a private collection and an institution. You might have noticed that a lot of curators
have moved over to private sectors. I can’t explain all the reasons but I definitely moved from museum to private collection because, especially in this case,
the collection needs to be developed still. Actually I told the collector when we met first time in 2008 – she introduced her collection to me and I said, now a
running joke among us, “I am sorry to say, you don’t have a collection. You just have a lot of works.”



MW: Ok I see. So is this a difference between a buyer and a collector perhaps?

DK: I think that’s probably very right. To be a collector, as least to me, is a more sophisticated process than just to be a buyer. I used exactly your words, I
actually said there are a lot of buyers but there are not a lot of collectors.

MW: So what will the contemporary art collectors look for in today’s art world?

DK: This is a complex question and there are diverse individual responses especially for private collectors. If it is done well, there is not one standard. In
terms of Burger Collection, to be a collector you have to explore a lot, to put a lot of time into research and understand the artists. You have to be genuinely
interested about the process and the aesthetic concerns, and not just into value: like how much it costs, how fast you can cash in or something like that.
Also for me collector is somebody who has a more primitive impulse to collect. We, for example don’t sell any work. We are not speculating. So follow
artists over many years. That’s how we build our own standing of their work. We also feel that we might be one element that supports their practice.

MW: Do you think one of the key elements that a collector looks for in an artist is the potential development in their career?

DK: Not necessarily the career and the art market because there are various levels of success. Some artists that we know of in the past like Louise
Bourgeois, have not been successful until very, very late. So you have to be very careful to have just a short-term perspective of artists. And also looking
back we know that sometimes it was just one or two collectors or institutions that have been supporting the artists and many years later all of a sudden
something in spectatorship or even in societal climate changed. All of a sudden people and institutions recognized the value of them. So I think a good
collector must think in a long-term perspective and not be worried about the prices going up and down.

MW: So it is all about vision and faith in the end.

DK: Exactly.

MK: Thank you so much for the in-depth discussion on the exhibition and collection!

The Exhibition
May 17–June 30, 2013
Cattle Depot Artist Village

Contributors: Bani Abidi (Pakistan) Fiona Banner (England) Pierre Bismuth (France) Muhanned Cader (Sri Lanka) Filipa César (Portugal) Alejandro
Cesarco (Uruguay) Enoch Cheung (Hong Kong) Reds Cheung (Hong Kong) Choi Yan-chi (Hong Kong) Chow Yiu-fai (Hong Kong) Ryan Gander (England)
Gao Weigang (China) Florian Germann (Switzerland) Jon Kessler (USA) Kong Chun-hei (Hong Kong) Lam Tung-pang (Hong Kong) Lau Ching-ping
(Hong Kong) Ng Ka-chun (Hong Kong) Kingsley Ng (Hong Kong) Pak Sheung-chuen (Hong Kong) Vittorio Santoro (Switzerland) Fiete Stolte (Germany)
Annie Lai-kuen Wan (Hong Kong) Cally Yu (Hong Kong)

About Quadrilogy

As of 2009, Burger Collection is realizing the multi-regional exhibition and research project called Quadrilogy under the curatorial leadership of Daniel
Kurjaković.

http://www.quadrilogy.org (http://www.quadrilogy.org)

About Burger Collection

Burger Collection is a private collection of contemporary art initiated in the mid-1990s with emphases in Euro-American, Indian, and Asian art. Currently,
it includes more than 1200 works by some 200 artists.

http://www.burgercollection.org (http://www.burgercollection.org)

About 1a space

1a space, founded in 1998, is an independent, non-profit making contemporary visual art organization and art venue founded by a collective of Hong Kong
art workers.

http://www.oneaspace.org.hk (http://www.oneaspace.org.hk)
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